
In a rare collaborative effort, ARARIO and BANK team up to present Chen Yujun’s solo-project, The 
River Never Remembers, The House Cannot Forget. Spanning both former-French Concession galleries, 
this two-part exhibition showcases the artist’s creative production of  the last few years. A portion of  
the works presented come from the permanent collections of  two international private museums: The 
Arario Museum in Korea and the White Rabbit Gallery in Australia, and are being shown in China for 
the first time.

Chen’s work reevaluates the emotional bond to one’s homeland in a modern context whereby the 
migrant’s tribulation is shared across generations. In light of  this nostalgic sentiment, ARARIO and 
BANK present this project in the first month of  the Lunar New Year — a season for returning home to 
one’s roots and memories.  

Chen’s continued interest in the affinities between personal and social history as well as natural and 
manmade space take precedent in this ambitious presentation. The exhibition is divided into two 
interdependent sections, both of  which use the artist’s native Fujian province as inspiration. 

At Arario Gallery, The River Never Remembers presents a series of  mixed media works on paper and 
installations from Chen’s Mulan River project. Meandering around his hometown and finally deposit-
ing into the ocean, Mulan River to Chen Yujun is an intimate symbol of  native roots as well as memo-
ries of  family members who have immigrated to the outside world. It also represents the imperma-
nence of  life and our inability to retain the feelings and experiences that flow through it. 

BANK presents The House Cannot Forget, an installation in the form of  an abstract dwelling that 
houses archival elements, works on paper and video. These works come from the artist’s Temporary 
Constructions series and blend found imagery with a fantastical architectural element.  Frequent 
return visits to the artist’s hometown, which has witnessed demolition and urbanization over the past 
decades, has made Chen very aware of  architecture’s role in collective remembrance. The house 
represents the human tendency to attachment – of  harboring objects, memories, and sentiment to the 
point of  nostalgia. 

In both exhibitions, the stuff  of  our environment - natural phenomena and manmade constructions - 
are personified, giving the exhibition settings an almost spiritual vitality. Mixing multi-media works on 
paper with installations and archival materials, Chen helps to map the vicissitudes of  rapid change 
between our surroundings and psyches.

Chen Yujun (b. 1976, Putian, Fujian Province), graduated from Department of  mixed media Art of  
China Academy of  Fine Arts in 1999, taught mixed media and oil painting in Chinese Academy of  Fine 
Arts from 1999 to 2004, and now lives and works in Shanghai. 

Chen Yujun’s work has been exhibited at many galleries and museums in Beijing, Shanghai, Los 
Angeles and etc. His work has also been included in collections such as Brooklyn Museum, USA; White 
Rabbit Gallery, Australia; M+ Museum, Hong Kong; DSL Collection, France; Yuz Foundation, Indonesia; 
Long Museum, China; He Xiangning Art Museum, China; ARARIO Museum, Korea etc. 
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While the river never remembers the house cannot forget 
that the windows, which were opened and sealed on a 
seasons’ whim, are portals to nature’s ambiguous 
embrace. The house cannot forget the daily locking, 
slamming, and re-opening of  its doors, occasioned by 
arguments, farewells, and homecoming embraces. The 
house cannot forget the warmth and sound of  its inhabi-
tants including hysteria, endless footsteps and deafen-
ing silence. The house cannot forget that its foundation 
is married to the earth, and when the house is gone the 
earth will harbor its memories.

Growing up in the age of  intense urbanization Chen was 
witness to something unprecedented and profoundly 
surreal. Within the short span of  30 years China saw the 
birth of  over 300 new urban centers that possessed 
populations over a million. Existing cities expanded 
beyond their capacities as peasants seeking economic 
stability abandoned their villages for big city life. Nation-
wide, the old was razed to make way for the new, spoiling 
any traditional notion of  home- a place of  patriarchal 
organization, ancestral warmth, and haven from the 
chaos outside. Floating populations crisscrossed the 
country in search of  opportunity. The only stable, secure 
notion of  home was one’s hometown, also undeniably 
undergoing radical changes.  

As one ventures out from one’s nest he carries his 
baggage, full of  beliefs and emotions of  home, yet these 
are merely souvenirs, surrogates that have been 
displaced by change. Chen’s entire oeuvre is defined by 
his references and reserves- a mixed grab bag of  materi-
al and inspiration that is open for all to see, coalescing 
in various forms that gather in various series. The artist 
stresses that his work is a demonstration of  his resourc-
es and process, not his final destination. As cranes have 
cut open the carcass of  what were once homes to the 
world, baring wall decor, torn edges, stacks of  broken 
materials Chen’s house and river become states of  
mind, psychological constructs that anchor emotion and 
desire to this world.
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“I can tell you where I’m coming from, but not where I’m 
going.”               

- Chen Yujun

The Mulan River is one of  the eight largest rivers in Fujian 
Province, dumping its waters and sediment into the 
Taiwan Strait, between the East and South China Seas.  
As a river it beholds noble metaphorical qualities, and 
more profoundly so as a river that points its gushing vein 
outward towards the delinquent province of  Taiwan and 
southwards to the labyrinth of  cultures and countries 
that compose South East Asia.  Like the river itself, 
Fujian is one of  China’s most diverse ethnic regions and 
a cradle for immigration that has been flowing outwards 
to the entire planet since the beginning of  civilization. 

Chen Yujun’s fascination lies with the symbolic and 
poetic properties of  the river as well as in the specific 
overlapping and diasporic histories of  his native 
province. On a series of  horizontal works, washed in 
deep grey ink, Chen’s Mulan River rises and falls carrying 
with it the flotsam and jetsam of  past and future. Chen’s 
discursive enterprise is interpretive, tactile, and murky. It 
riffs on the river’s transient qualities as an analogy to the 
impermanence of  human emotion, experience, and life. 
While Chen’s inspiration comes from the paradigm of  a 
greater geographic historical narrative it parallels his 
own family ancestry and is compounded by the blood in 
his bowels and deep subconscious.  

The river never remembers because, unlike history, it is 
aloof, careless, shedding its belongings along the way. It 
never remembers because like the tabula rasa of  China’s 
great economic and urban reformation it is infected by 
amnesia, losing then reforming its head and tail at every 
twist. It has neither beginning nor end. It has always 
been naked, ephemeral, and moving no nearer. 
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艊甅犛窹、䅘嫴鄴斞畑艊鉢跀晼曧詵㓦㜁艊。
㓩㓌媀艊䯖剴曧梠铦艊。杋枩艊、呅啔熅烐艊
牐誤屟慁醁嗴婩䯖貙瀷踵鳏貙嵔巃。鄽證嶗羠
噯艊晹夠、喼諎頯梮咲艊瞝巃棾靕酽跣桖踵姟
俋艊鰱釐旝誼囅鲇鑨杛䯖貶㫥醮謾靕㦳咲晜艊
僨嗴峗峗荁饅䯖暆喥@諦鮪鑫骼艊ǔ猐嶗疦嶯
㛌躐跤、

熅烐煫桹㚶宎䯖罌踵呅醭絹證諍䯖呅頻甿鍖畑
醭鄽宆䯖啔謾忞掓躐窹熕㬠斞魖䯥熅烐煫桹㚶
宎䯖罌踵呅嬱鑫俢宎胢䯖喥絹姟俋艊跤蹺鄽牨
嶗╙壈誼婠㛄㮰樭䯖醭昢艊㳛昦婩僔䯖鞲俧勢
閳醭匯艊黌懙、呅晹僔晹鄮䯖岄曧㡪⻭⻭艊。
蓪枃艊䯖醭昢蠩誤漲晹侐扟㫝、
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